Abstract
Auckland is rapidly progressing. Improvements have been made to

The question arises: Can a civic heart regenerate the suburb of

being built, and support for youth development has been increasing.

psychology? When breaking down the state of knowledge in the

transport infrastructure, new and vibrant urban developments are
However, some suburbs have been left behind from the progress

around them. One such suburb is Mt Roskill. The present research

aims to help the suburb of Mt Roskill catch up to the progress made

around it and re-instill a sense of community. Three significant issues
arise when confronting this problem. The first is the lack of robust

public transport infrastructure, in comparison to the rest of Auckland.

The second is the lack of a vibrant and connected town centre. The Te
Puketāpapa (Mt Roskill) council brief identifies these problems, along

with the third and most pressing issue; a lack of support for local youth
and their career pathways. The solution to these problems suggested
in this project was a community complex, incorporating architecture
that directly addresses the issues outlined above. To create a

lively, inviting and connected town centre, the research proposed

integration of architectural psychological principles that would ensure
a streamlined design process and enable a deeper understanding

to design decision-making. To create a solution that is unique to Mt

Roskill, the Te Aranga Principles were utilised to set the architecture in
its context and enhance the prominent features of the site.

Mt Roskill with informed design decisions based on architectural
field of architectural psychology for this project, three design drivers
to investigate arose. An efficient circulation scheme that connects
the various functions of the site, the promotion of a safe and

inviting atmosphere, and the methodology to encourage interaction.
Architectural psychologist David Canter described how mental

mapping could be used to create and influence circulation. Architect
Grant Hilderbrand embeds the instincts associated with a safe and

inviting atmosphere in psychology, and urban designer Vikas Mehta
outlined theories on how to manipulate the street to allow for social
interaction; these three theorists together informed the process of

the present project. These techniques and approaches outlined in
the texts and reinforced by precedents informed a logical design

process. The method of site orientation, forming the circulation of

a transport hub/community centre and developing a methodology
for the functional layout of the complex, was learned and applied

through these areas of knowledge. Producing a final design through
a streamlined process that could be replicated in other ‘left behind’
suburbs.
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1.0 Introduction
9

1.1 Background of the project
Mt Roskill, like many other suburbs, has been left behind from the progress

Auckland has been making. It results in a decline to the sense of community
and pride in the suburb by its occupants. Three significant issues arise

when confronting this problem. The first is the lack of robust public transport
infrastructure, in comparison to the rest of Auckland. The second is the lack

of a vibrant and connected town centre. The Te Puketāpapa (Mt Roskill) Local

Board Plan identifies these problems, along with the third and most pressing
issue; a lack of support for local youth and their career pathways.1 In recent
years the Local Council Board that governs over Mt Roskill established a

plan to “upgrade the shopping centre on Dominion Road (Mt Roskill Village)
to create a civic heart for the suburb”.2 This opportunity, combined with

Central Government’s plan to integrate a light rail system down Dominion
Road provides the reasoning to regenerate the Mt Roskill town centre.

Regeneration of the Village allows for a vibrant, connected neighbourhood
that works collectively and collaboratively to improve upon its future by
addressing the issues mentioned above.

Mt Roskill developed in 1945 as a significant state housing suburb. The

association with low-cost housing has not changed as there are plans in

place to demolish the existing state housing and replace it with high density
terraced, apartment, and duplex typologies. The new developments will

provide “around 10,500 new homes over the next 10-15 years, and 900

homes in the coming year”. Increasing Mt Roskill’s population from 30,000
3

inform on the location of the site along potential light rail lines.7 On the 6th of

August 2017, the Labour Party announced that it had adopted to congestion-

free network 2 (CFN2), which is a proposed rail and bus route plan developed

or 3.8% of Auckland’s total population to 74,000 by 2033. However there is a

by the members at Greater Auckland, (see figure 2) informing on the official

lack of public infrastructure to support this.4

plan for Auckland Transport.

Mt Roskill boasts one of the most ethnically diverse, multi-cultural

In an announcement made two years ago, the Government stated that

communities within the context of Auckland. “44% of residents identify as

“Labour will build light rail from the CBD to Mt Roskill in four years, and to the

Asian; which includes Indian, Chinese, Sri Lankan, Filipino and Korean

airport and West Auckland within a decade, followed by a line connecting the

communities”, a contributing factor to the diversification and lack of

North Shore to the CBD”.8 According to Matt Lowrie, the spokesperson of the

community predominant in Mt Roskill.5

Greater Auckland blog, the light rail along Dominion Road would propose a

train station in the middle of Mt Roskill Village, close to Mt Albert Road. The

Major public transport routes lie on the intersection between Dominion Road

light rail line allows for people to transfer to and from buses that run along

and Mt Albert Road, where Mt Roskill Village sees a high volume of passing

Dominion Road. The idea of a transport hub in Mt Roskill, done correctly will

foot traffic. A high number of people move through the Village, making use

help the public invest more time in the area to help regenerate the suburb.

of public transport and bus routes that link the Auckland CBD with, west and

east Auckland via Mt Albert Road. However, there is not much value in terms
of retail and commercial typologies that are currently the primary function of

the area. Over time, the lack of foot traffic and shopping in Mt Roskill Village
has lead to the degradation of the site. A local news article states, “the town

centre was once a popular place for people to shop and run errands, now it is
described as very quiet and dead… a bus stop outside of shops did not offer
good foot traffic as people would go straight to their destination”.6

The ‘Greater Auckland’ blog provides commentary about transport and urban
movement issues, and that information has been used as a guideline to

roskill-development
1. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, 2017 (Auckland: Auckland

4. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 9.

Council, 2017), p. 32, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/about-auckland-council/how-auckland-

7. Matt Lowrie, “About,” Greater Auckland, 2015, accessed August 10, 2019, https://www.

5. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 9.

greaterauckland.org.nz/about-greater-auckland/.

council-works/local-boards/all-local-boards/Documents/Puketāpapa-local-board-plan-2017.pdf.
2. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 2.
3. “Roskill South Development”, Piritahi Team, accessed May 12, 2020, https://www.piritahi.nz/
10

6. Mandy Te, “Auckland’s Mt Roskill Town Centre Littered with ‘for Lease’ Signs,” Stuff, July 28,
2019, https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/114427129/aucklands-mt-roskill-town-centre-littered-withfor-lease-signs??cid=facebook.post&cid=facebook.post&fbclid=IwAR03IX7h26sMFTncly0gN8M

Figure 1. Photo walking down the street from the Dominion Road, Mt Albert Road intersection by
author Ameesh Morar illustrating the lack of foot traffic in the area

8. Jacinda Ardern, “Labour Will Make Auckland a World Class City to Live in”, speech, Labour
Announcement Rally, (CBD, Auckland, August 6, 2017), accessed August 10, 2019, https://www.
facebook.com/NZLabourParty/videos/10154884023181452/.
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1.2 Project Outline and Aims
The background alluded to several issues that plague Mt Roskill. A solution,

as described in the words of the Local Council, comes in the form of a ‘Civic
Heart’, to regenerate Mt Roskill Village and create a “vibrant, active place

that encourages local people to seek local amenity but also invites visitors”.10

Breaking down the term ‘Civic Heart’ will help to understand the outline of this
thesis.

By definition civic means: “relating to the duties or activities of people

concerning their town, city, or local area”.11 The duties and activities the

people of Mt Roskill require are referenced by the Puketāāpapa Local Board
plan as outcomes. Said outcomes are listed below with the appropraite
Figure 2. Proposed full network plan by Greater Auckland

architectural responses identified by italics.

The investigation into light rail and the site lead to the discovery of the Te

The community requires support for local community groups; low-cost

will be referred to as the Local Council Brief from here-on, outlines key

projects and networks.

outcomes, three prominent design drivers were formed; which are circulation,

Providing more spaces for communities to meet and work, encouraging

field of architectural psychology. A multifunctional scheme would be required

-Event space

various functions would require a complex design process. Approaching the

-Public Art Gallery

process where, “psychological processes are similar in a wide range of

-Busker’s stage

Puketāpapa Local Board Plan. The Plan created by the local board, which
issues and proposed outcomes to address these. Based on the proposed

meeting spaces and hubs are essential to building capacity to lead local

atmosphere, and social interaction. These three design drivers fall into the

a shared use of buildings and interactions across multiple demographics.

to meet the outcomes set by the Local Council Brief. The Incorporation of

-Community Gardens

design through the lens of architectural psychology will allow for a streamlined

-Community Kitchen

places, and is one thing that remains consistent”.9

1.2 Project Outline & Aims

It is also necessary to provide support to children and young people so

Figure 3. Image depicting the building

development as human beings. According to the Puketāpapa Local Board,

istockphoto website

that they can contribute to local decision making, leadership and overall

of community by user cienpies of

“twenty per cent of 15 to 24-year-olds in our area are not in education,

employment or training (NEET), compared with 10.5 per cent for Auckland”.12

This percentage may be considered inconsequential, but there is double the

number of NEET’s in the Puketāpapa area compared to the rest of Auckland,
which is a significant concern. Establishing youth connections to people and

employers and providing a program and facility that could improve the ratio of
NEETs is vital in the development of Mt Roskill.

-Youth leadership studio
-Youth leadership class

The programmes listed above fulfil the civic duties for this scheme. By

incorporating the programmes into architecture, the town centre becomes
a vibrant hub for activity. The programmes will aid in developing intimate

relationships between community members and the development of youth
pathways.

The ‘heart’ of the civic heart refers to two aspects. Firstly, how the scheme
interacts with the surrounding context and neighbourhood is ‘heart-like’ in
terms of anatomy. The site is in a central location and has many arteries

of public transport feeding it foot traffic, serving the function of a suburban

transport interchange.

Secondly, the programmes within the scheme input people to produce a

community mindset that generates a new sense of life to the whole of Mt

Roskill. Both the community and transport functions encapsulate the civic
10. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 32.

heart that the Local Board is striving to accomplish.

11. Lexico Dictionaries, “Civic: Definition of Civic by Lexico,” Lexico Dictionaries, accessed April
9. David Canter, The Psychology of Place (London: Architectural Press, 1977), p.2.
12

17, 2020, https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/civic.

12. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 25.
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1.3 Research Question
Can a civic heart regenerate the suburb of Mt Roskill with informed design decisions based on architectural psychology?

14

15

1.4 Scope and Limitations

Lastly is the regeneration of the street frontage to provide lively town centres

The reason for this research is to create a more vibrant, active town centre.

To achieve a streamlined design process between all four programmes,

The research suggests the development of four programmes;

Firstly, the development of a circulation stragety that supports a transportation
hub with the existing bus routes and planned light rail link. The transport
programme will act as an injector of foot traffic onto the site and help to
activate the town centre. This follows the outcome to enable “transport

that promote an accessible, attractive and safe atmosphere.17

additional literature was analysed to incorporate the design drivers

of circulation, atmosphere, and social interaction. Through the use of

architectural psychology, a multifunctional civic heart can effectively include
all four programmes. The use of architectural psychology provides a better
town centre that acts upon a Local Council Brief to resolve local issues.

choices to meet our varied travel needs”.13

Secondly, this scheme focuses on youth development because ten schools
are within a 5km radius and connect to the site via public transport. The
scheme aims to develop youth by way of a leadership studio. Studies

correlate the positive development of youth with participation in extra circular
activities such as a leadership programme. Ensuring positive development
14

of youth today will likely improve the future development of the suburb and
contribute towards the improvement of the NEET ratio.15

The third programme is to connect the community with a belonging and

inspire community growth. Providing opportunities and meeting spaces for
16

social interaction offers a method to join individuals and community groups
together to inform on Mt Roskill’s future.

Limitations:
The intention of the project was to assist with the development of youth

pathways into professional careers. The implementation of the pathways

programme does not guarantee a suburb wide decrease to the NEET ratio but
is a step in the right direction.

Due to Covid-19, a week’s worth of reliable data sets were gathered out of an
expected month’s worth. Assumptions will have to be made based on already
collated data to generalise a design solution to the brief. However, data sets
are unlikely to vary drastically as data is based on the weekly routine of
humans which do not often vary due to the time schedules.

New Zealand is limited to the amount of precedents that provide valuable
13. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 27.
14. Jacquelynne Eccles, and Jennifer Appleton Gootman, Community Programs to Promote
Youth Development (Washington, DC: The National Academies Press), 2002. p. 121. https://doi.

information with regards to the programmatic requirements of this project.
Therefore, precedents located abroad were analysed and used to inform
design decisions.

org/10.17226/10022.
15. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 25.
16. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 14.
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Figure 4. Photo walking down the street from the Dominion Road, Mt Albert Road intersection by author Ameesh Morar illustrating the lack of foot traffic and degradation of
17. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 33.

buildings in the area
17

1.5 State of knowledge in the field
Having established the background, aims and scope of the project, analysing
relevant texts to identify the state of knowledge was appropriate, using the

arguments and discoveries to aid in the development of a ‘civic heart’ in Mt

Roskill. As described in the scope and limitations section, the theory behind

this project involves streamlining the process of design to accommodate four
programmes in a multifunctional scheme.

Architectural psychology is an, “important field where findings reveal how we

can design buildings better for occupants. By understanding more about how
occupants experience built form, designers will take on a more occupantcentred approach”.18

There are many aspects to consider when discussing psychology and the
relationship to architecture and planning. Almost all of architecture and

planning impacts and elicits a reaction from the human psyche. It would

almost be counterproductive to address every single aspect of design and its
impact on human psychology as the final result will be complicated. People
have tried to analyse aspects such as, “weight, size, colour, shape, form,

texture, or combinations of any or all of these… but gave up because they
were spoiled for choice”.

19

David Canter, an architectural psychologist and author of the Psychology

theories identified in designing and planning by Canter and roots them in

is possible to look for those aspects of attributes which have the greatest

are in place at the moment the creature is born and becomes an active

of Place reinforces this idea by stating, “with the three-component model it
likelihood of linking to the other components of the place in question”.

20

The three main components alluded to in the Te Puketāpapa Council Brief

are circulation, the feeling of space/ atmosphere, and social interaction. Each

driver has foundation in architectural psychology and directly impacts multiple
stages of design of the current project, linking the theoretical and physical.

subconscious tendencies. It argues that “postpartum instruction/ behaviours
individual being” grouping human reactions to environments in a similar way

across the humankind.22 We have evolved through natural selection and make
decisions based on chances of reaching the reproduction age. Using natural

decision making and incorporating that into architecture, the desired feeling of
space can be generated. Hilderbrand outlines these desired feelings through
the eyes of architectural elements.

The literature review revolves around three design drivers; circulation,

Vikas Mehta is an urban design professor at the University of Cincinnati and

psychology and the impact it has on architecture. The literature illustrates

and make exchanges in public space”.23 Mehta analyses various methods to

atmosphere, and social interaction. The research explores architectural

that architects do take into account human psychology, whether they know
it or not. The research strives to reveal how circulation, atmosphere, and

social interaction are manipulated on the subconscious user level, in order to
achieve the goal of creating a Civic Heart in Mt Roskill.

introduced theory on how “diverse people with different perspectives interact
engage the public with a site and each other, offering methods backed up by

architectural psychology as to why these methods would work and encourage
community growth.

David Canter is well known within the field of architectural psychology. Canter,
in his book the Psychology of Place, informs on “places and the conceptual

systems we employ in order to facilitate the operation within spaces”, primarily
of interest, circulation.21 He builds the basic framework that present research
explores.

Origins of Architectural Pleasure by Grant Hilderbrand takes the design
Figure 4. Photo walking down the street from the Dominion Road, Mt Albert Road intersection by
author Ameesh Morar illustrating the lack of foot traffic and degradation of buildings in the area

18. Maria Lorena Lehman, “Architectural Psychology Explained.” MLL Design Lab. Accessed May
26, 2020. https://www.mlldesignlab.com/blog/architectural-psychology-explained.
19. David Canter, The Psychology of Place, p. 158.
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20. David Canter, The Psychology of Place, p. 159.
21. David Canter, The Psychology of Place, p. 2.

22. Grant Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure (Berkeley, CA: Univ. of California Press,
1999), p. 1.
23. Vikas Mehta, The Street a Quintessential Social Public Space (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge,
2013), p, 7.
19

Introducing precedents will help to clarify some of the ideas and aims of the

texts outlined above by providing examples of how theory resides in existing
architecture. The precedents in this section of the thesis are designed to
take readers through a logical design process. Precedents are listed in
chronological order to inform on the ‘design section’.

Poperinge Youth Centre in Belgium are both examples of the types of

programme that are within the scope of this scheme. Both precedents have

elements that influence the feeling of space, circulation, and interaction that

occurs in and around each space. The former precedent provides classrooms

The Panmure Interchange uses transport as an injector to further community

development. Valuable conclusions are drawn from analysing how that site is
designed around the transport functions in terms of circulation.

The Higueron Community Centre in Jojutla De Juarez, Mexico and the

and market spaces, the latter serving as a multifunction performance area.

Manipulation of space within these schemes and similar functionality leads to
attributes that can be replicated within the scope of this project.

24

The Lower Wesley Block Community Centre was a design concept created
by Ernst Plischke in the 1940s when he worked as the urban planner for
Auckland Council at the time.25 The community centre was designed for

The literature and precedents outlined in this section are preliminary; other

literature and precedents will be analysed to supplement the information and
drivers mentioned above throughout the rest of the thesis.

Figure 5. Panmure interchange

Figure 7. The Higueron Community Centre in Jojutla De Juarez

Figure 6. Lower Wesley Block community centre artist rendering

Figure 8. Poperinge Youth Centre in Belgium

Mt Roskill but unfortunately, never built. The garden city model that Lower

Wesley Block employs will help to generate a hierarchy of social interaction
within the scheme.

24. Peter King and Rick Walden, AMETI Package 1 –Panmure Station Concept, Auckland
Transport (Auckland: Auckland Council, 2012), https://at.govt.nz/media/imported/4046/
Agenda%20Item%2012(i)%20-%20Closed%20-%20AMETI%20Package%201%20Panmure%20
Station%20Concept%20FINAL.pdf
25. Ernst A. Plischke and Franco Fonatti, E.A. Plischke (Vienna: Academy of Fine Arts, 1983), p.
279. quoted in Sarnitz, Ottillinger, Ernst Plischke, p. 150.
20
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1.6 Methods
Through various methods explored and implemented throughout the project,

Research through precedents

conclusions can be drawn to the research question at hand. Can a ‘Civic

The precedents are designed to act as case studies with similar programmes

based on architectural psychology?

typologies deal with circulation, atmosphere and social interaction, and the

Applying theoretical knowledge accumulated through literature and

research aims to explore the relationship of the architectural response to the

Heart’ regenerate the suburb of Mt Roskill with informed design decisions

precedents, implementing said research informs on the site analysis to
generate a design response to locally identified issues.

that are to be incorporated in the final design. A study to see how different

techniques and methods used within an architectural context. The precedent
design drivers and implement similar means within the design stages.
Research through design

Research through site

All the previous sections of research are to be collated and organised to

parameter of a suburban transport hub. The site was analysed through the

sense of community. The design decisions made in this section were rooted

to develop a design strategy that will regenerate the Mt Roskill village and

them. The streamlined approach allows for the simultaneous development

The research on-site was mainly in response to the expected design

develop a response to the council brief while helping to restore Mt Roskill’s

lens of the three design drivers, circulation, atmosphere and social interaction

in architectural psychology and designed to have concrete reasoning behind

create Mt Roskill’s civic heart.

of four functions while remaining within a coherent design language. To

Research through literature

and opportunities of interaction will be considered and the ideal solution

This section of research develops the drivers of design based on the topic of

determine which approaches are appropriate, the circulation, atmosphere
formulated.

psychology, branching into circulation, feeling of space, and social interaction.
The research aims to describe how the human brain affects a sense of place

within and around architecture. Each, a guiding factor in design development
which sets the framework of decision making when it comes to design
development.

Figure 9. Photo walking down the street from the Dominion Road, Mt Albert Road intersection by author Ameesh Morar illustrating the lack of foot traffic and degradation of buildings in the area
22
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2.0 Context
25

2.1 Council Brief
Hillsborough, Roskill South, Three Kings, Waikowhai and Wesley. A five-year
plan is outlined in this brief that spans across the six suburbs, indicating

“seven outcomes to guide our work and make Puketāpapa a better community
for all”.26 Each outcome has main objectives and key initiatives that are

designed to achieve each outcome. The initiatives are what this project acted
on to generate an applicable brief.

valued. The initiatives put in place to create this environment are the funding

network of open spaces that provides a variety of activities and recreational

involve promoting cultural diversity, ensuring individuals feel recognised,
included and encourage people to learn about and contribute to their
27

The key initiatives include, “providing more

space for communities to meet and work, including encouraging shared use
of buildings, e.g. leased spaces… encourage and support a community-led

approach to addressing local issues and developing neighbourhood identity,
e.g. events, community gardens and public art”.

of neighbourhood groups and community lead initiatives as well as funding
events and programs that encourage people to come together. Implement

government policies that reduce the harm caused by alcohol and other drugs,
gambling or family violence.30

Another outcome is to create a thriving local economy and create good job

opportunities. The challenges faced by this goal are that 20% of 15-24-year-

To connect communities with a sense of belonging the highlighted objectives

28

To engage with the idea of

contributing to society, “support will be provided to children, young people and
culturally diverse communities allowing them to be involved in local decision
making and leadership”.

The outcome of creating urban developments that meet community needs is

are to create a neighbourhood where people know each other, feel safe and

The Puketāpapa Local Board governs over multiple suburbs; Mt Roskill,

neighbourhoods and society.

To improve the wellbeing and safety of the community highlighted objectives

29

ā
ā

olds are not in education, employment or training (NEET), compared to the
rest of Auckland’s 10.5%. The key initiatives involve “supporting existing
31

and emerging social enterprises and seeking opportunities for youth training
programs”. According to the ‘what you told us’ section, feedback from the
32

community generally states that “it could help our local economy if we taught

kids about business… it would help with transport issues if there were jobs in
the local suburban areas”.

33

A significant outcome is ensuring that transport needs in Mt Roskill meet
varied travel needs. The objectives put in place include affordable and

frequent public transport options that are well linked and easy to access.

Auckland Transport initiatives, “advocate for a modern and rapid transport

26

opportunities by creating lively town centres. “The board plans to upgrade

Mt Roskill shopping centre on Dominion Road once transport planning that
affects the area is finalised”.35

Extraction of brief

The outcomes provided by the local council brief provide a series of

objectives that are set to improve the community aspects of Mt Roskill.

Combining the key initiatives with architectural responses, a brief for this

project can be generated that complements the community the best it can

while working within a realistic brief. Following an existing plan creates realworld circumstances and probable real-world solutions.

Regeneration scheme

Through the outcomes suggested above, the appropriate architectural

response would be a regenerative scheme that focuses not only regenerating
the Mt Roskill village but also the suburb as a whole. Responding to the

challenges and objectives laid out by the council brief with programmatic
solutions is one way to achieve this.

system, including light rail, on Dominion, Sandringham and Mt Eden Roads…
Supporting improved facilities for walkers, e.g. high-quality footpaths,
pedestrian crossing points and adequate seating”.34

30. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 21.

Figure 10. Cover of Local Board Plan

a central driving point in this project. The objective is to create an accessible

26. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p.5.

31. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 25.

27. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p.16.

32. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 25.

28. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017,p.17.

33. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 25.

29. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 17.

34. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 29.

35. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 33.
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Figure 11. Axonometric with site boundaries indicated in red and yellow
hatching indicating workable site area to establish context before
moving onto the site section of the documentation
28

29

2.2 Site

A site was identified after having recognised the aims and

objectives of the council brief listed above. Outlined in the

Figure 12. 1:100,000 scale traffic map illustrating the
significance of the chosen site

urban development section of the Puketāpapa Council

Plan on the topic of ‘lively town centres’ the board “plans to
upgrade the Mt Roskill shopping centre on Dominion Road
once transport planning that affects the area is finalised”.36

It is also a significant site for the exchanging of various

transport methods, where people move in-between north-

south and east-west bound bus routes and various private

forms of transportation. An underutilised site that is central,
generates foot traffic and is set for a future upgrade seems

like the correct choice of site in respect to the local council’s
plans.

The site analysis will be presented in a chronological

sequence, starting at the largest scale of 1:100,000 looking
at details such as traffic flow and public transport structure

then scaling down to 1:1000 to analyse foot traffic patterns
and workable site area.

36. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 33.
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Figure 13. 1:100,000 scale plan illustrating
the major bus routes that link to each
other through the chosen site by Auckland
Transport

Figure 14. 1:25,000 scale plan indicating schools and retail / commercial
typologies within a 3km radius and their connection to the site
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To address the design drivers listed in the introduction; circulation,

atmosphere, and social interaction, the current site is analysed in a broad

sense to help the reader understand the problems and potential opportunities
of the site.

Circulation

Social Interaction

either side of the road linearly. There is nothing of visual interest either side

and have a common interest, more on this later. Without variation of form and

The circulation of the current site promotes walking down the pathways on
of the street and encourages one to walk quickly as there is no change of

form or enclosure as one moves down the street. This is mostly true apart

from a walkway on the west side of the road, connecting the sizeable western
car park with the street frontage via art painted on either side. There is also
a walkway lined with trees connecting Dominion Road Primary School with
dominion road itself. Apart from the walkways the site is quite restrictive to

Dominion Road, identifying potential ways to open up the site from the west

Random social interaction mostly occurs when people are close to each other
lack of street furniture, social interaction mainly occurs at the bus stops and

stores that are popular on the site. The site is not designed to encourage any
form of interaction between strangers, or more accurately does not support
the amenity to encourage social interaction. The lack of social interaction

opportunities is to be remedied to ‘connect the communities with a sense of
belonging’.

to east side would be beneficial to creating an open plan. It is important to

create an environment where the function of a transport hub is viable among
the other proposed programs that encompass a civic heart.

Atmosphere

The state of the current amenities is reasonably poor. The abundance of

‘for lease’ plots also contributes to the run-down feel of Mt Roskill Village.

The main street itself has an awning running along the length of the street

with shop frontages perpendicular with each other. Street pattern work could
be utilised and enhanced throughout the whole potential site as a means
of visual connection. The spaces indicated in yellow in figure 11 shows

potential with pleasant light qualities and exposure to the sun on the west

side. Utilising space and connection to the school on the east creates multiple
site conditions to meet programmatic needs and offers a variation of the
atmosphere or feeling of spaces.
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Figure 15. 1 : 2,500 site plan illustrating key site features by author Ameesh Morar
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2.3 Te Aranga Principles

communicates the idea of connection and togetherness.40 Lastly, the

paintings and large public artworks located in the alleys in and around

Mt Roskill Village can be touched up and highlighted to create a point of

The project intends to act as a community based public work in Mt Roskill.

attraction for the public.

Considering that the project resides in New Zealand, it is important to value
the Te Aranga Principles and incorporate them into the design stages of

Tohu: “Mana whenua significant sites and cultural landmarks are

this project. The principles were created to inspire individuality and a sense

acknowledged”.41 The chosen site falls in-between the two volcanic

of place, as explained in the Auckland Design Manual, “māori culture and

cones within the Mt Roskill region; Puketāpapa (Mt Roskill) and Te Tatua-

identity highlights Aotearoa New Zealand’s point of difference in the world and

a-Riukiuta (Big King). Referencing these mountains within the design

offers up significant design opportunities that can benefit us all”.37 Although

will not only create a sense of place but references two landmarks which

there are seven listed principles, the site takes advantage of two:

will be used as a form of wayfinding in a psychological context to the
geographical heart of Mt Roskill.

Mahi Toi: “Narratives are captured and expressed creatively and

appropriately”.38 Fortunately, progress has been made in this front, where the

Working the Te Aranga Principles into the scheme will create a unique

local council has hired a Ngāi Tai ki Tāmaki artist, Tessa Harris who brought

design that communicates a sense of place and enables a civic heart that

rocks down from one of the two local volcanic cones, Big King and fashioned

is known to all. Refer to 5.0 Design section.

said stones into seating arrangements with carving work to identify a sense of
place.39 A unique seating arrangement that cannot be found anywhere else.

In addition to the masonry work, patterns on the footpath that extend across

Dominion Road have been painted, derived from Whariki, woven mats, which

37. Auckland Council, “Introduction - Auckland Design Manual.” Auckland Design Manual,
accessed 12 August 2020. http://www.aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz/design-subjects/maoridesign/te_aranga_principles design/te_aranga_principles#/design-subjects/maori-design/
te_aranga_principles/guidance/about/introduction.
38. Auckland Council. “Mahi Toi - Auckland Design Manual.” Auckland Design Manual, accessed
12 August 2020. http://www.aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz/design-subjects/maori-design/
te_aranga_principles#/design-subjects/maori-design/te_aranga_principles/guidance/mahi_toi_

40. Auckland Council, “Progress Made on Mt Roskill Village Upgrade”

creative_expression.

41. Auckalnd Council. “Tohu - Auckland Design Manual.” Auckland Design Manual,

39. Auckland Council, “Progress Made on Mt Roskill Village Upgrade.” Our Auckland, Accessed

accessed 12 August 2020. http://www.aucklanddesignmanual.co.nz/design-subjects/maori-

August 25, 2020. https://ourauckland.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/articles/news/2019/12/progress-

design/te_aranga_principles#/design-subjects/maori-design/te_aranga_principles/guidance/

made-on-mt-roskill-village-upgrade/.
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Figure 16. Perspective of walkway with the type of art work found on site, photograph by author
Ameesh Morar

tohu_wider_cultural_landscape.

Figure 17. Perspective of the summit of Big King, photograph by Ingolfson of Wikimedia
Commons
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The unitary plan states a Business – Local Centre zone “applies to a large

Data was recorded four days a week, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, and

located in areas of good public transport”. Along with responding to the

presented graphically, where a diagram is made for the periods of 9 am/5 pm

number of small centres throughout Auckland. The centres are generally
42

Puketāpapa Local Board’s brief, the unitary plan will also be referenced in
order to inform on design decisions. Most of the objectives outlined in the
Unitary plan are included in the Local Council Brief, the synergy between

these documents gives confidence to the justification of programmatic and
design decisions.

Saturday. Data was recorded in sketch form on printed site maps, to be

and 3 pm on weekdays and weekends. Due to Covid-19, the gathered data

could only be recorded over two weeks, as mentioned in the limitation section

above. Data had to be generalised and educational assumptions made based
on the accurate data gathered due to the effects that Covid-19 would have on
foot traffic.

The following diagrams take into account the circulation of the site, recorded
over two weeks of pre-COVID-19. The data was taken by a visual analysis
of individuals paths of travel around, into and out of the site. To determine
nodes of gathering and paths of circulation. This investigation will be

explained further in the design process, for now, the data is essential, and the
observations made are a significant part of this section.

42. Auckland Council, H11 Business-Local Centre Zone (Auckland: Auckalnd City Council, 2016),
accessed 15 August 2020, https://unitaryplan.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/Images/Auckland%20
Council%20Decision/Chapter%20H%20Zones/H11%20Business%20-%20Local%20Centre%20
Zone.pdf.

Figure 18. 1 : 5,000 Unitary Plan by Auckland Council illustrating the Local Centre Zone that the site resides on
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Figure 19. 1 : 1,000 foot traffic data analysis by author Ameesh Morar

Figure 20 1 : 1,000 foot traffic data analysis by author Ameesh

illustrating an average of foot traffic patters during weekdays 9am/5pm

Morar illustrating an average of foot traffic patterns during
weekdays 3.30pm
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Figure 21. 1 : 1,000 foot traffic data analysis by author Ameesh Morar

Figure 22. 1 : 1,000 foot traffic data analysis by author Ameesh

illustrating an average of foot traffic patterns during weekends

Morar illustrating a combined map of gathered data and nodes of
concentrated foot traffic.
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Figure 24. 1 : 1,000 Activity Analysis by author Ameesh Morar
indicating plots of land that are for lease and plots of land that
see a lot of foot traffic

Figure 23. 1 : 1,000 section by
author Ameesh Morar illustrating
the space behind the street
frontage and the layout of the
street from the human scale to the
vehicle scale
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2.4 Users
Initially, the on-site analysis intended to collect data about circulation patterns
at different times of the day, the type of people that use the site during those

times and the number of people using the site. Unfortunately, due to Coivd-19
data could only be gathered for the first two aspects, where the number of
people interacting with the site could not be quantified. Observations can

9655
m2

be made using the limited collected data about specific demographics of site

2850
m2

usage.

During the on-site analysis, there were two notable groups of people using

the site for different purposes. The first are the students and workers heading
into and returning from Auckland CBD for work or study via the bus. The

second and far more substantial group is made up of students aged 6-18 from
the surrounding schools all connected to the site via public transport. The Mt

2100

m2

Roskill Village appears to be a hot spot for the meeting of youth in the local
area after school.

The substantial amount of foot traffic caused by youth aged 6-22, from

primary school to university, aligns with several objectives laid out by the local
council brief. One of the outcomes laid out by the Local Council Brief is to

create a thriving local economy and good opportunities; creating job pathways
for youth is a significant objective within the plan.

“Qualifications help young people find work, as do skills and connections such
as being a good communicator, having a driver’s license or contacts through

sports or cultural groups… The local board will continue to invest in initiatives
such as Youth Connections, which works with local businesses, youth
services and schools to connect young people and employers”.43

The focus on youth is a top priority for the local board because twice the

amount of people aged 15-24 are not in employment, education or training
compared to the rest of Auckland. The scheme will strive to combine a

pathway programme and the foot traffic the site offers to form an architectural
response.

Additionally, the older adults and commuters still frequent the site and

generate foot traffic as a result of public transport. Under the same objective
to create a thriving local economy and good opportunities, there is a drive to

get adults to spend money at the local shops within the Village. The problem
is the shops do not offer the amenities for the type of people that move

through the site. Another problem is that the atmosphere of the shops feels

old and run down, discouraging people from entering these run-down stores.

To remedy this, the scheme will offer a form of renovation to existing buildings
to make the stores more approachable and create spaces for pop up shops

such as coffee stalls, bakeries, cafes and amenities that workers or students

need before and after work/ study. Providing spaces for the community by the
community.
Figure 25. 1 : 2,500 site plan by author Ameesh Morar indicating the potential workable site area of 14,600m2
43. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 22.
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Transport function

2.5 Programme(s)

The transportation function revolves around the outcome to ‘enable transport

Civic Heart

choices that meet varied travel needs’. The primary opportunity identified

by the local council is the eventual foundation of a light rail/ metro system

The goal of this project is to layout guidelines and strategies for creating

that would connect the CBD to the airport by way of Dominion Road. Recent

a civic heart. A strategy that can be applied to similar developments in

developments mean that the light rail scheme, unfortunately, is not going to

the future, such as run down town centres that require regeneration. The

move forward into further development. The Transport Minister Phil Twyford

programmes for this scheme were divided into four; transport, youth,

announced “the Auckland Light Rail process had “ended”, with the Ministry

community functions and regeneration of street frontage. These civic

of Transport to consider the issue and come up with a proposal for the next

functions are derived from the council brief and the outcomes listed above.

Government to consider”.44

In filling the civic functions required by the council brief, naturally, people will
be drawn to a new multifunctional complex, thus regenerating the heart of

Disappointment is shared among Aucklanders, summed up by Mayor Phil

Mt Roskill. To function as a Civic Heart, the design must allow for a sense of

Goff’s statement “Tāmaki Makaurau needs a decision on light rail to meet

place and communicate the idea of a united community to achieve the aim of

growth on the Auckland isthmus, support intensification of housing, and head

a better Mt Roskill.

off bus congestion due to occur within three to four years - light rail needs

to be in place before then”.45 Especially since the light rail was meant to be
built from the CBD to Mount Roskill by 2021, with everything up in the air,

it will be up to the next governing party after the election. In regards to this

project, the aim is still to account for the eventuality of light rail; it will still offer
a perspective on how to design around light rail for the foreseeable future.

For now, public transport by way of double-decker busses still travels along

Dominion Road linking the CBD to Dominion Road Extension producing foot

traffic on the chosen site regardless. This project will aim to develop plans for
the future when light rail becomes a realistic possibility again.

Figure 27. Graphic released by National Party after Labour failed to execute light rail plans

After addressing the light rail function, in order for the site to operate as a
transportation hub, it needs to offer connections between various modes

of transport. One method is the private car which will be accounted for with
a timed parking lot. This arrangement will allow for parents to pick up their

kids, quickly run errands, and act as loading zones for the retail typologies.

If temporary parking is not favourable for users, there is plenty of permanent
parking around the site.

Establishing connections within and around the site is the key to creating a
scheme that flows and encourages interactions, where circulation creates

interaction. The transport programme acts as the injector and generator to the
44. Hamish Rutherford, “Disappointing and Frustrating: Auckland’s Light Rail Process
ended,” NZherald, 24 June, 2020, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_
id=1&objectid=12342556.
45. Phil Goff, “Disappointing and Frustrating: Auckland’s Light Rail Process ended,” NZherald, 24

master plan of the site. Controlling the circulation of transport and movement
within and around the site, between the different transport functions will, in

turn, generate the plots for enclosure and nodes of function as seen in figure

34.

June, 2020, https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=12342556.
Figure 26. Artists impression of the light rail down Dominion Road by Boffa Miskell indicating a
48

potential light rail solution
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Figure 28. Photo of the link between Dominion Road and Domion Road Primary School taken by author Ameesh Morar

Youth Development Programme
At the heart of this scheme is a youth leadership and pathways program,

inspired by the council outcome to create a thriving local economy and good

job opportunities, as discussed above in the users section. The main objective

related to youth development is to “provide support to children, young people,
and culturally diverse communities so they can contribute to local decision-

making and leadership”.46 To remedy the NEET ratio prevalent in Mt Roskill,
the overall scheme will utilise the heavy amount of foot traffic generated by

youth and respond with a program that will achieve the council’s objectives.
The program will offer a class to the local schools, which would be part of
the schools and student’s curriculum. It will be taught on-site, and under

Another way of incorporating youth and abiding by the council’s wishes is
to support events. Events put on by local schools where students have a

central space to collaborate socially on creative projects, creating a sense

of community by involving students and community groups associated with

different schools. Community members will likely go to watch the events put
on by students which in turn creates a culture around the site drawing in

community members to create a sense of place. The facilities involved with

the event function will include a multifunction practice room, an indoor stage,
changing rooms, and storage for props and costumes.

Combining activity and educational youth functions fulfil the council objectives
and will create an environment that links students to local business, creating
pathways to employment and betterment of the suburb as a whole.

the guidance of a local council member, the students will be taught how to

manage the regular ongoings of the site and its various functions. This may
include finances, event organisation, service management, and any skills

that have collaboration between site management and potential employment.
Offering this program as a class means students will become involved with
the site through dedication to achieving high-level grades. Students will

become emotionally invested with the site because they will have a direct
hand in managing it. This is great for connecting the community as the

student’s friends and families become involved, creating a hub for community.
To architecturally support this, facilities such as classrooms, collaborative

studio spaces and office spaces will be required for students to be taught and
work.

46. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 17.
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Figure 29. Graphic illustration of students by user A-Digit from istockphoto
51

Community Growth Functions

Retail/ commercial regeneration

Having identified the four functions that the site encompasses via the council

The Local council aims to support Puketāpapa community groups which are

Originally the functionality of the chosen site was purely commercial and

used above; transport, youth, community, and street permeability. Bringing in

– all working to create connections across our diverse communities”.47 In

in figure 14 lead to the degradation of the area as shoppers were spending

plentiful, “Puketāpapa has strong community groups, networks and leaders

order to architecturally support the initiative, the council has asked for more

low-cost meeting spaces which are rentable and collaborative workspaces for
students and community groups—connecting youth and the older generation

to inform on the future of Mt Roskill. Incorporating communal activities creates
opportunities for social interaction which falls in line with the council brief to,

“encourage and support a community-led approach to addressing local issues
and developing neighbourhood identity through events, community gardens
and public art”.48

Specific functions asked for by the council include community gardens and

public art galleries, additional functions will be added such as a community
kitchen and a busker’s stage that will bolster the amount of community

retail. Over time the operation of nearby shopping centres, indicated by green
their money elsewhere. The degradation of the area is apparent in the street
frontage, which is unappealing to the average person who passes through,

walking or driving. Vikas Mehta explains the idea of vacant street frontages in

his book, The Street by stating, “we know “dead spaces” at the street frontage
as blank surfaces of buildings that one cannot see through, such as blank

walls or opaque or very dark glass… people on the street have no opportunity
to engage and use the street frontage”.49 Renovations will have to be made
to the dead street frontage to make it more inviting. Renovations involve

demolishing the current frontage, setting the building back into the site, and

everyone can relate too. Once again, all of these functions will be managed

these buildings and use the space to open up the site and create attractive

functions do not require a large amount of square meterage so will be located
along edges to create intermediary spaces which are designed to slow down
circulation and create interaction.

interaction. Each programme calls for varying amounts of each type of driver
in order to best fulfil its function. The psychological aspects of each function/
programme will be quantified and used to design the master plan of the site
using circulation, atmosphere, and social interaction as drivers to cross-

reference with qualities of the Mt Roskill site. The psychological aspects will
be further analysed in the Literature review section of this document. The

effect these psychological aspects have on the user, and thus design will be
explored in the Precedents review section.

economy, these buildings are old and worn out. The best case is to demolish
arcades that lead into and out of the site. Ensuring the street front is inviting
and regenerated allows for a new mindset; a mindset of community growth
that will spread out from this civic heart infecting the rest of Mt Roskill.

Creating more permeable spaces reinforces the regeneration of the suburb

in the minds of the public occupants, “the permeability of the street front (i.e.
Figure 30. Photograph of community garden
stand taken by ANNABAILEYING from the
Anna White Blog

47. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 16.
48. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 17.
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from different types of circulation, atmosphere/ feeling of space, and social

the street and the shop, inviting engagement.

There are also several abandoned lots on the site due to the lack of local

by the youth group collated through classes offered at school. These

the design drivers helps to identify what functions and programs would benefit

creating a form of semi enclosure to create an intermediary space in-between

interaction leading to a stronger sense of community. Different people of

different ages and diverse backgrounds can get along through activities that

brief, groups of architectural responses are generated under the headings

the building façade that contains the street space) is an important aspect in
defining the character of the street”. 50 This design strives for a town centre
that residents can be proud to call home.

49. Mehta, The Street ,p. 190.
50. Mehta, The Street, p. 138.

Figure 31. Photograph of for lease building on site taken by author Ameesh Morar
illustrating the degradation of the site.
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3.0 Literature Review
55

3.1 Intro

Figure 32. Photograph of ĠGantija temples in Gozo, Malta, some of the world’s oldest free-

As mentioned throughout the document, the theory explores how psychology
and the human subconscious impacts the processes of architectural

design. As an architectural psychologist and author, David Canter states,

standing structures taken by A. Bone from Wikipedia illustrating the instinctual need for shelter
and enclosure for protection

“understanding architectural psychology puts us into a position to discuss

The human responses to the surrounding environment are contained within

for designing and producing places”. The reason for this approach is that

autonomic or endocrine function in response to emotional stimuli and is also

it hard to justify one design method for every single person, or in other

survival are similar in a wide range of places, and remains consistent”.55

humans all share, perceptions that are not voluntary but rather, subconscious.

projects, “humans have to be attuned to infinite possibilities to determine

people and the consequent possibilities of generation of new procedures
51

the limbic brain system, “that deals with emotions and memory… It regulates

humans learn and evolve through environmental influences, which makes

involved in forcing behaviour”.54 “The psychological processes involved in

words, human perception is subjective. However, there are perceptions that

It creates a position to discuss similar design strategies spanning multiple

These perceptions are a result of evolution, where humans “must be highly

reactions from a survival standpoint where no two settings are the same”.56

appropriate habitation, and exploration”.52 In addition, the Te Puketāpapa

The literature review will explore how forced behaviour can influence drivers

accessible, attractive and safe”. Investigating architectural psychology

ultimately streamline the architectural design process using enclosure and

competent at four basic activities: ingestion, procreation, the securing of
Council brief outlines an objective to create “lively town centres that are
53

provides a way to quantify and meet the goal set out by the council.

of the design; circulation, atmosphere/feeling of space, social interaction, and
release; controlling space.

54. Jeffrey Walsh, “Emotions: limbic system | Processing the Environment,” Khan
Academy, December 15, 2013, YouTube Video, 10:31, https://www.youtube.com/
51. Canter, The Psychology of Place, p. 5.

watch?v=GDlDirzOSI8&ab_channel=khanacademymedicine

52. Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure, p. 13.

55. Canter, The Psychology of Place, p. 2.

53. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 17.

56. Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure, p. 10.
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3.2 Circulation

The human ability to store snapshots of the environment is what Canter

describes as a “distinct evolutionary advantage”.60 The ability to store, “then

draw upon and use, spatial information relating to places of which we have

Circulation is the first design driver to consider when developing the master

experience”.61 Edith Kaplan, an American Psychologist, argued that without

planning of the site. The reason for prioritising circulation is due to the

such a system, hunting, foraging, and gathering would be impossible, without

transport hub function required by the scheme. The circulation within the

which the human race would not be around today.62 The impulses to build

scheme must be effective if the four functions listed above are to work with

a map of one’s surrounding is an involuntary act passed down genetically

one another; this is called permeability. Ian Bentley, Architect and Urban

through ancestors as a means of survival. In architectural terms, this idea

Designer states in his text Responsive Environments, permeability is, “the

of a mind map can be thought of as a user’s attempt to sketch a plan view

extent to which an environment allows people a choice of access through

of the surrounding context based on sensory stimuli. Canter explains,

it, from place to place, is, therefore, a key measure of its responsiveness”.57

“their sketches are likely to emphasise routes between places rather than

Regarding the transport hub function, access is needed from one transport

their absolute location…humans tend to recognise aspects of the built

method to another with relative ease as timeliness is key when commuting

environment in order to find their way through them”.63 Having understood

from home to work or vice versa. Establishing a sense of visual permeability,

Canter’s approach to way finding from a psychosocial preservative, Bentley’s

where users can see their destination upon arrival to the site, creating

perspective of an architectural approach becomes more transparent.

direct sight lines is key to the efficiency and success of the scheme as a
transportation hub and its relation to the surrounding context.

People can only take advantage of the whole scheme after grasping the
overall layout of the site; this is called legibility.58 There are two levels to

legibility, the physical form and activity patterns; Bentley describes, “places

may be read at either level separately… For example, it is possible to develop
a clear sense of the physical form of a place, perhaps enjoying it only at

an aesthetic level. Equally, patterns of use may be grasped without much

concern with form”.59 Legibility becomes an essential focus in order for the
occupants to distinguish the various functions of the scheme.

57. Ian Bentley, Responsive Environments: A manual for designers (Oxford, Jordan Hill:

Figure 34. Solid void diagram by author Ameesh Morar illustrating the favored circulation routes.
The white spaces represent released or open spaces and the black represents potential for
Figure 33. Diagram by author Ameesh Morar illustrating the concept of legibility

60. Canter, The Psychology of Place, p. 49.

Architectural Press, 2013), p. 12.

61. Canter, The Psychology of Place, p. 49.

58. Bentley, Responsive Environments, p. 42.

62. Canter, The Psychology of Place, p. 49.

59. Bentley, Responsive Environments, p. 42.

63. Canter, The Psychology of Place, p. 78.
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enclosed spaces or architecture. Blue represents various forms of transport

59

The text Responsive Environments gives insight into what aspects of the

Bentley suggests an architectural method that allows for the control of

on function. These aspects are noted as nodes, edges, paths, districts, and

objectives are accomplished when incorporating enclosure and release, firstly,

built environment can be used to control circulation and way finding based

circulation; the enclosure and release of space. According to Bentley two

landmarks. Paths channel movement and act as primary circulation routes,

“it gives the paths strong character, and can easily be distinguished by the

64

nodes are focal points of movement, landmarks are points of reference

users, and secondly, enclosure and release brings out the relative functional

that can be seen from outside, edges are linear elements that define paths,

importance of each path”.66 Depending on which function; transport, youth,

and districts are zones of empty, usable space.65 Management of these

community, or commercial / retail, the circulation strategy will differ with

architectural aspects is key to developing a successful master plan via

enclosure and release acting as variable architectural factors. One may ask,

designing spaces where the user can create a map of their surroundings

how does enclosure and release affect movement? The amount of enclosure

relevant to their use of the four functions the site offers.

and release can determine how a user sketches parts of the mind map

required when moving in and through space. The architect’s job is to design
how that map is sketched, and determine the amount of energy required for
that sketch to occur. More obscured paths and edges would call for more
high energy circulation to form a mental map, whereas clear and defined
paths and edges would require less energy to circulate. A deeper delve

into human psychology will reveal why enclosure and release produce the

before mentioned reactions in the atmosphere/ feeling of space section of the
literature review.

64. Bentley, Responsive Environments, p. 42.
65. Bentley, Responsive Environments, p. 44.
60

Figure 35. Diagram by author Ameesh Morar illustrating the concepts of paths, nodes,
permeability and landmarks

66. Bentley, Responsive Environments, p. 52.

Figure 36. Girl running illustration by
author Ameesh Morar
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3.3 Atmosphere / Feeling of space

space with clear edges allows for a defensible position, this is what lures

How does one quantify the feeling or atmosphere of a space? How can an

protection of enclosure, “opting for a more defensible position”.71

analysis of architectural psychology, building upon instincts and tendencies,

Cognitive Architecture by Ann Sussman and Justin B Hollander offer

developments in regards to the human relationship with the built environment.

animals, tend to behave differently in a room inside than when outdoors… in

considering the feeling of safety and enticement. Creating a safe and inviting

like condition that surrounds them on several sides”.72 The enclosure offers

are accessible, attractive and safe”.67

space has to be occupied with objects that allow us to protect our back…

Evolutionary human psychology and the feeling of safety and comfort are

the space never becomes lively”.73 To ensure that the scheme promotes a

classic text on the Hierarchy of Human Needs. Abraham classified safety

vital to the overall success of the project.74 Enclosure of space by clear edge

architect predict how space might feel before it is even built? Through the

Figure 37. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Human Needs by
Saul McLeod
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the human subconscious towards the footpath from the street, seeking the

observations can be made about past precedents and applied to future

explanation as to why defining edges creates human comfort; “people, like

The enclosure and release of space are critical architectural responses when

built environments, they seem more at ease when buildings create a room

space adheres to the Local Council Brief to, “create lively town centres that

protection, it is human tendency to protect the back from threats, “open

Figure 38. Diagram by author Ameesh Morar illustrating effects of
the enclosure and release of space on the human body

the life of a public space forms naturally around the edge, if the edge fails,

closely related. As stated by American Psychologist, Abraham Maslow in his

lively atmosphere, the edges of the circulation paths mentioned above are

needs and physiological needs as basic survival requirements.68 The notable

definition releases anxiety, enables the subconscious construction of mental

habitation, and exploration”.69 Habitation and exploration are closely related

and safety to potential threats. Enclosure also offers a safe space to take in

and place. As stated by Vicente del Rio, a professor at the City and Regional

water, and shelter while remaining protected. The same principle can be

well-defined edges and facilitating a sense of position are fundamental

,“when newcomers arrive at a party or first enter an empty restaurant they

psychological needs are summed up by Grant Hilderbrand as, “appropriate

maps and suggests a way forward, all while instilling a feeling of protection

to enclosure and release, whereby enclosure creates a sense of position

the environment, enabling one to subconsciously identify safe routes, food,

Planning Department, “urban design studies agree that enclosure through

seen in everyday culture as described by Sussman and Hollander describing

place qualities due to their deep psychological meanings, making us feel

instinctively stand at the edge for a while to take in the scene… it also

comfortable and in control of our whereabouts”.70 Creating a well-defined

explains why we like a view”.75

67. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 33.

71. Rio, “Urbanity”, p. 69.

68. A. H Maslow, “A Theory of Human Motivation.” Psychological Review (New York: Harper &

72. Ann Sussman and Justin B. Holland, Cognitive Architecture: Designing for how we respond to

Brothers, 1943), accessed 21 July, 2020, https://doi.org/10.1037/h0054346

the built environment ( New York: Routledge, 2015), p. 10.

69. Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure, p. 13.

73. Sussman and Holland, Cognitive Architecture, p. 15.

70. Vicente del Rio, “Urbanity, the Flâneur, and the Visual Qualities of Urban Design: A

74. Christopher Alexander, Sara Ishikawa and Murray Silverstein, A Pattern Language: Towns,

Walk in Lisbon, Portugal Focus.” Focus 12, no. 1 (2016), p. 69. https://doi.org/10.15368/

Buildings, Construction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977), p. 600.

focus.2016v12n1.4

75. Sussman and Holland, Cognitive Architecture, p. 36.
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Having discovered that the enclosure of space creates a safe atmosphere
due to the definition it gives to habitation, it is also equally important to

Figure 40. Diagram by author Ameesh Morar illustrating how a sense of
invitation can be created with the enclosure and release of space

discuss how to invite exploration and interest.76 Grant Hilderbrand in his

book, Origins of Architectural Pleasure states that, “exploration may reveal

the presence or absence of suitable habitats, food, water and also threats to
the creature… its chances of survival are improved with this knowledge”.77

The use of the enclosure and release of space lend themselves towards the
creation of enticement because, as stated by Hilderbrand, “if the immediate
setting cannot be fully grasped from the vantage point… we feel compelled

to find out more about whatever is partly revealed, partly hidden from”.78 The
use of enclosure and release creates a sense of mystery since whatever
enclosure hides release reveals, movement from one to another invites

exploration. Hilderbrand elaborates, “obviously much information awaits

discovery. The partly revealed, partly hidden fragments that enclose the vista
urge exploration, which, we expect, will reveal more about the open setting
that holds our attention and our interest”.79 Supporting the movement from

enclosure to release and vice versa is key to the success of creating a town
centre which is “attractive and safe”.80

After establishing the type of circulation needed for each programme of
the scheme, the next step is to determine what type of atmosphere is

most appropriate to the respected programme. To create a greater sense
of community, social interaction will be examined through the lens of an

architectural psychologist to determine the best design strategy to achieve a
community that is better connected.
Figure 39. Diagram by author Ameesh Morar illustrating
effects of the enclosure and release on paths

76. Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure, p. 13.
77. Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure, p. 54.
78. Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure, p. 52.
79. Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure, p. 51.
80. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 33.
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3.4 Social Interaction
Being at the centre of Mt Roskill, the Village hosts numerous kinds of social

interactions between people of different backgrounds and beliefs only made
possible in the town centre. Different people with unique perspectives make
exchanges in public space, creating new needs and meanings to social life,

forming a connected community.81 The amount of interaction between different
people is what makes urban centres unique, something that is currently

lacking in Mt Roskill. The site hosts a diverse portfolio of people; however,
it does not have the amenity to facilitate social interaction, Vikas Mehta in

his text The Street: A Quintessential Social Public Space provides insight on
how to design the amenities to create social interaction. Humans are social

creatures that receive enjoyment through interaction, “in sociological terms,

our wellbeing depends on a range of primary to secondary relationships that
generate an even greater range of very intimate to fleeting and routinised
interactions and behaviours”.82

Social behaviour can be constituted, constrained or mediated by space,

“which is likely to occur if space is designed and managed with psychological,
physiological and anthropometric needs of people in mind”.83 This is where
the architectural principle of enclosure and release once again come

into fruition. Managing the distance and space in-between human bodies

determines the range of social behaviours possible. In his book titled The

Hidden Dimension, E.T. Hall defined four distance ranges between people,

“intimate, personal, social, and public. Since the increasing physical distance
between bodies determines these fours scale, each distance permits a

The intimate distance ranges between 0m and 0.5m and allows for the most

The public distance ranges from 3.6m to 7.6m and beyond. At such distance,

Different types of interaction are suited to different types of programs. For

and clothing; thermal information can be read along with the ability to touch

the primary methods of interaction as the distance is too great for verbal

depending on the function required by a space. The use of enclosure and

sensory exchange. People can see intimate details of one another’s face
and smell other bodies. The intimate distance allows for the promotion of

personal and emotional information and also conveys a connection between

two individuals to others. The presence of people holding hands, embracing,
touching or sitting close to each other sends a message of comfort to those
new to the street, inviting others to participate in social exchanges.85

there is no expectation of interaction or private spaces interacting. Sight is
communication if necessary people will move into a social or personal

distance. The public distance is ideal for maintaining personal privacy and the
choice to engage with others. This distance is also ideal for performances, as
it is well suited for communication between performer and audience.

88

this scheme to be successful, the distance of interaction will be maintained
release will assist with creating these distances, Kunstler, a social critic

provides insight into how to achieve this with architecture, “the space created
is understood to function as an outdoor room, and building facades are
understood to be street walls”.89

The personal distance resides between 0.5m and 1.2m from one another.

At this distance, two or more people can engage in social exchanges with

details of their faces and clothes visible to others. Individuals can maintain

their personal space but can reach out and touch others. The design will have
to create opportunities for these personal interactions and conversations by

utilising alcoves, niches, setbacks in form and moments of enclosure—places

to sit and interact, creating moments for personal distance’s to collide creating
social interaction.86

The social distance is when people are 1.2m to 3.6m away from each other;
this distance retains a sense of privacy without expectation of physical

contact. Eye contact is still possible, and the face can be easily recognised.
Occupants of this space are likely to engage with people they know and
progress to a more personal space. While people are standing or sitting

Figure 41. 1.50 Diagram by author Ameesh Morar illustrating how
proximity effects social interaction

on-site, they will likely to occupy the social distance, be aware of others, yet
maintain their privacy. Providing spaces for group conversations to occur is
key to creating social interactions between students and adults alike.87

different sensory perception between people”.84
81. Mehta, The Street , p. 7.

85. Edward T. Hall, The Hidden Dimension (New York: Anchor Books, 1969), p. 116.

82. Mehta, The Street , p. 8.

86. Hall, The Hidden Dimension, p. 119.

83. Mehta, The Street , p. 57.

87. Hall, The Hidden Dimension, p. 121.

88. Hall, The Hidden Dimension, p. 123.

89. James H. Kunstler, Remaking our Everyday World for the 21st Century (New York: Touchstone
Press, 1998), p. 127.

84. Mehta, The Street , p. 63.
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Distance plays a significant role in social interaction in a sociological

3.5 Conclusion

encourage social interaction.90 Activities create a talking point between

The literature review is designed to illustrate the connection between

sense, common interests or activities in the social to public distance further
strangers which enables for easy conversation, activities that are outlined in
the council brief consist of community gardens and public art, discussed in
greater detail in the community growth function section.91 Mehta suggests
design methods for placement of activity,

“In the absence of seating or when they were not sitting by choice, people

carried out most of their sustained or social activities near building walls,
show windows, steps, and vehicles parked near the sidewalk, and other
furniture and objects on or near the sidewalk. These included planters,

bollards, advertising signs on the floor, bicycle stands, trash cans, light poles,

Figure 42. People socialising illustration by author
Ameesh Morar

the human psyche and potential architectural responses. The design

drivers of circulation, atmosphere, and social interaction are set in place
in order to streamline the design but the design overall is not limited
to specific drivers or influences. The three drivers apply to council

demands in terms of programme and can be understood through the

eyes of an architectural psychologist. To ground the theory discussed in
the literature review, precedents will be analysed; precedents that fulfil

the programmatic requirements of the brief, while illustrating the theory
of human psychology behind the design.

signposts, tree trunks, railings, and so on. People sat, leaned or just stood
next to these objects”.92

Social interaction occurring near objects links to the human mentality of

protecting the back, lining edges of the site and buildings with interactive

activities will encourage social interaction and create a stronger sense of
community.

90 Mehta, The Street , p. 102.
91. Puketāpapa Local Board, Puketāpapa Local Board Plan 2017, p. 17.
92. Mehta, The Street , p. 131.
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4.0 Precedent Review
71

4.1 Intro
The context section reflects on the programme and functions that will be

represented within the scheme on the Mt Roskill Village site as dictated by

the council brief. The literature review focuses on developing the three main
design drivers of circulation, atmosphere and interaction in a theoretical

sense. The precedent review aims to combine programme and the theory

of the design drivers to influence design decisions using examples of past
works.

The Precedents reviewed in this section illustrate successful projects that

have specific aspects that this project can integrate. Methods of circulation,
creating an atmosphere based on programme and means of creating
interaction among other prospective aspects.

No single precedent is going to achieve all the programmatic and functional
aims this project is seeking. The precedents outlined in this section are

designed to take readers through a logical design process, one where each
precedent informs the next step of the design section.

Architect:

WSP			

Location:

Panmure, Auckland, NZ

Year built:

2014

4.2 Panmure interchange
The Panmure Interchange is a proposed development under the Auckland

Manukau Eastern Transport Initiative. The initiative aims to achieve a level
of community function to that of Manakau, Newmarket, and New Lynn

interchanges. The initiative has similar aims to that of the Puketāpapa Council
Brief; to support the growth of businesses, employment rates, residential

developments and overall population growth. The similar aims and approach
to design are what makes the Panmure Interchange a useful precedent to
analyse.93

The development combines a mix of transport infrastructure, community

functions, and community growth initiatives. The scheme is developed around
the transport concourse shown in the adjacent image that links a rail system
to a bus hub while forming circulation routes between multiple buildings and

Figure 43. Concourse connecting bus hub to rail and acts as the landmark for the rest of the
development photograph taken by Patrick Reynolds from Architecture Now

gathering points.

93. Peter King and Rick Walden, AMETI Package 1 –Panmure Station Concept.
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Circulation

Interaction

circulation strategy it employs to connect users between multiple functions

consideration. First, the squares created by the enclosure of the surrounding

The primary focus behind the analysis of the Panmure Interchange is the

such as the train station, bus station, and the surrounding nodes of interest
located on the adjacent streets. As seen in the plan view, the blue bubbles

indicate nodes, and the red line indicates the main circulation path through

the site. The yellow lines link the street connections acting as nodes that allow
for the formation of building footprints and public spaces. A similar strategy
will be utilised in this project where the points of interest are located first

The Panmure Interchange achieves two things that will be taken into design
buildings indicated in grey force interaction by moving people into the social

distance from a public distance. Secondly, the footpaths are wide enough to
create an intermediary zone between the street and the buildings, providing
space for seating and other socially enabling elements mentioned by Vikas
Mehta.

(bus stops, gathering points), and nodes created. The nodes will then allow

for a circulation strategy to be formed with permeable paths as discussed by
Bentley, thus providing the framework for building footprints.

Atmosphere

The primary route of the Mt Wellington to town centre linkage creates a

sense of invitation by forming enclosure through vegetation, overhangs and
funnelling movement into the scheme. The trees on the primary linkage

(red) encourage movement by providing protection and shelter, causing

occupants to subconsciously move from tree to tree seeking protection from
the elements and creating defensible positions. The use of enclosure and
funnelling movement is a valuable design strategy in creating an inviting
atmosphere as per the council brief.
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Figure 44. Panmure Interchange concourse over the rail lines linking bus to rail, photograph

Figure 45. Panmure Interchange proposed master

taken by Opus Architecture

plan by Auckland Transport
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4.3 Lower Wesley Block Community
Centre
The Lower Wesley Block Community Centre is an unbuilt community-focused
development, designed by Ernst Plischke in the 1940s to illustrate how the

concept of a garden city model can be used to produce viable architecture,
promoting the use of a hierarchical function.94
Architect:

Ernst Plischke

Location:

Wesley, Auckland, NZ

Year built:

Unbuilt

Social Interaction

Circulation

The red indicates the outer rim of the plan serving the function of transport

with roads, and a “system of cul-de-sacs and loop roads to provide pedestrian
connections between the new residential districts and the community

centres”.95 The more energetic movement each function served, the further

out from the centre of the plan it was pushed. For example, the retail spaces
are at the centre of the plan where the slowest movement occurred due to

amount of enclosure and narrow spaces, whereas the red zone focused on
cars and high energy movement. A similar hierarchy will be utilised in this

The orange zone is excellent for interaction, Plischke actives the edges of

these buildings by providing space for tables, chairs and other objects that

people are drawn to for protection.97 The use of tables and chairs creates a

social to personal distance. The site also links to a school, much the site for
this project. The shops block off the school, for the most part, offering one

linkage that connects straight to a car park. The connection between a school

and transport is essential; however, connections between a school and places
of social interaction are also equally as important.

design to determine the zoning and layout of spaces.

Atmosphere

The use of public squares and vegetation to draw people in is useful as one
seeks the protection offered by the buildings enclosing the square before
moving indoors offering a gradual transition from released space to the

enclosed space. Plischke recognises the idea of the edge, by ensuring that

the squares are not open to the point of feeling uncomfortable by using parks
and vegetation, where “the shopping centre with shops at ground level and
offices on the first floor is laid out around a park with playing fields and a

sheltered kindergarten where the mothers shopping can leave their child in
view”.96

Figure 46. Ernst Plischke‘s rendering of a

Figure 47. Ernst Plischke‘s plan of a potential

potential community centre in Lower Wesley

community centre in Lower Wesley Block, Mt

Block, Mt Roskill, drawn by Ernst Plischke

Roskill, drawn by Ernst Plischke illustrating zones
of hierarchy
95. Sarnitz, Ottillinger, Ernst Plischke, p. 150.

94. Sarnitz, Ottillinger, Ernst Plischke, p. 150.
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96. Sarnitz, Ottillinger, Ernst Plischke, p. 150.

97. Mehta, The Street , p. 128.
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4.4 El Higueron Community Centre

The El Higueron Community Centre is a symbol for the local community as it

Architect:

AGENdA Agencia de Arquitectura + Dellekamp Schleich

as a market and offers several multifunctional spaces for teaching and

Location:

Jojutla De Juarez, Mexico

Year built:

2019

was built after an earthquake and is a sign of community strength. It functions
learning.98

Circulation

As seen in the axonometric diagram, the main form is positioned on the
internal corner of the site, acting as a container for programme and a

conductor of circulation. Multiple entry points into the site lead to one volume,

ensuring that the main architectural focus is on the youth development centre,
the ‘landmark’. Creating a relationship between the larger architectural

volume (youth centre) and the smaller volumes (class, office and meeting
spaces) will be an effective design strategy in highlighting the leading
architectural and programmatic focus of the scheme.

Atmosphere

To function as a market the scheme has to feel inviting and safe, the structural
composition assists to create open and closed spaces which are capable of

suiting various needs, the flexibility of the rigid framing will be utilised heavily
to create moments of enclosure and release, creating atmospheres for
interaction or circulation.

Interaction

The enclosure created by the structural system and the form of the

architecture promotes interaction through proximity. The yellow zones allow
for a social to personal distnace more so than the red due to the enclosure

generated by the structure. Once again, the zone between inside and outside
prove to be valuable in the pursuit of social interaction.
Figure 48. Perspective of main threshold through site defined by
structure, photo taken by Onnis Luque

98. Clara Ott, “El Higuerón Community Center,” ArchDaily, 2019, https://www.archdaily.
com/931302/el-higueron-community-center-agenda-agencia-de-arquitectura-plus-plus-dellekampschleich.
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Figure 49. Axonometric diagram of the El Higueron
Community Centre by AGENdA Agencia de
Arquitectura illustrating movement in relation to
enclosure via structure

Figure 50. Perspectives of the El Higueron
Community Centre, photographs taken by
Onnis Luque, overlay by author Ameesh
Morar illustrating enclosure and release
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4.5 Poperinge Youth Centre

Interaction

Although somewhat uninspired aesthetically, the Poperinge Youth centre

Courtyards allow people to meet up and interact before entering the event

acts as an event centre and youth building; programmes which are to be

the circulation paths. The youth space is open plan with movable walls and

presents useful qualities in the design development of this project. The Centre

space; most of the building promotes an interactive environment apart from

incorporated into this design.99

allows for the flexibility of many social circles. This flexible social environment

Circulation

variation of distance proximities and dictates the type of social interaction.

Several outdoor rooms and spaces are created through the use of external

is what can be taken into the design stages of this project. This allows for

Architect:

Buro II & Archi+I

Location:

Poperinge, Belgium

Year built:

2012

Figure 51. Perspective of the Poperinge Youth Centre, photograph taken by
Klaas Verdru

Figure 52. Perspective of the event room inside Pomperinge Youth Centre,
photograph taken by Klaas Verdru

walls and the enclosure they encompass. One of these outdoor spaces is

used as a prefill room, for the events and performances put on at the stage.

Through the ‘outdoor rooms’, entrance is gained into the building, once again
intermediary space creates a relationship between the indoor and outdoor
through enclosure. Outdoor spaces will be vital to creating a hierarchy of
function.

Atmosphere

The courtyards allow for glimpses through the floor to ceiling glass panels

which invites exploration into and around the building. Creating the correct
atmosphere per function is very important to the success of this scheme,
much like the Poperinge youth centre, psychically and aesthetically

separating each function makes it immediately clear where the party hall,

youth department, and rehearsal rooms are to be found. The wooden wall that
spans the outer rooms is an integral part of the architecture and is a legible
element throughout the site.100

99. Klaas Verdru, “Poperinge Youth Centre” ArchDaily, 02 Jul 2012, https://www.archdaily.
com/249655/poperinge-youth-centre-buro-ii-archii> ISSN 0719-8884
100. Verdru, “Poperinge Youth Centre.”
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Figure 54. Perspective of the inside of
Pomperinge Youth Centre, photograph
taken by Klaas Verdru illustrating the
connection between the outdoor courtyards
and indoor spaces

Figure 53. Plan of the Pomperinge Youth Centre by Buro II & Archi+I illustrating
programme arrangement
84
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4.6 Wrights Hanna House and Oak Park
Home & Studio
Project:		

Hanna House

Architect:

Frank Lloyd Wright

Location:

Palo Alto, California, United States

The intention of the following precedents is to identify individual aspects that
inform the following design process.

Frank Lloyd Wright often emphasised a sense of exploration in his housing

projects. One technique among many draws on the human instinct to move
towards the light. Light offers warmth and grants the ability to see, “moving

towards the light, from darker to lighter spaces, allows for relative safety when
exploring.”.101 Examples of this effect can be seen in Wrights Hanna House.
Standing in a dark hallway, being presented by a broader lit up space which

wraps around a bend invites exploration. Partly revealing architecture beyond

an enclosed space and the movement from dark to light are both aspects that
will be incorporated into the design in order to create a sense of invitation,
Wright calls this “breaking the box”.102

Figure 55. Interior perspective of the
Hanna House, photograph taken by
XuZengZeng illustrating the draw of light

Figure 56. Interior perspective of the Hanna House, photograph taken by Architectural Resources
101. Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure, p. 56.

Group illustrating atmosphere by way of enclosure and release

102. Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure, p. 59.
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Project:		

Oak Park Home & Studio

Architect:

Frank Lloyd Wright

Location:

Oak Park, Illinois, United States

Year built:

1903

Figure 58. Exterior perspective of the Oak Park home and studio, drawing
by Frank Lloyd Wright illustrating eves and overhangs that offer protection

Figure 57. Interior perspective of the Oak Park home and studio,
photograph taken by James Caulfield illustrating how the suspended
ceilings define space using enclosure

Refering to the figure above, Wright utilises low ceilings
and glass walls to indicate certain functions and dictate
the type of circulation that occurs in the enclosed

spaces. Chairs and tables are placed in the spaces with
lower ceilings; the main circulation paths are implied

with a higher ceiling space. Shown by Wrights houses,
moments of enclosure create the atmosphere of a

low energy circulation space and interaction, whereas
spaces of release imply high energy movement and

fast circulation, these methods of control will be taken
forward into the design.

The Oak Park Home and Studio offers knowledge on
how to create an atmosphere using enclosure and
release. Wright uses alcoves, deep eaves, broad

expanses of window, and hanging ceilings to suggest
places of enclosure and protection.103 These spaces
are suited to little movement and high amount of

social interaction.Similar architectural techniques

will be exploited to generate the same effects on the
subconcious mind.

103. Hilderbrand, Origins of Architectural Pleasure, p. 33.
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4.7 Gonzague Saint Bris Social and Cultural
Centre
Architect:

Lemoal Architects

Location:

Cabourg France

Year built:

2019

The main takeaway from this precedent is how the form is orientated around

a path. The building, separated into two parts, acts a one with the path in the

middle connecting the two barn-like structures—the physical link between the
youth-related architecture via the pathway builds on the idea of a connected

site for this project.104 The scheme is separated into three parts but feels like

a single organism due to the similar material aesthetic between both barn-like
structures. The physical and aesthetic connection will be an essential quality
to maintain legibility within this scheme in order to create a connected civic
heart.

Figure 59. Section of the Saint Bris Social and Cultural Centre by Paula Pintos illustrating how
people are drawn to edges of enclosure from the released space of the thoroughfare

104. Paula Pintos, “Gonzague Saint Bris Social and Cultural Center / Lemoal Lemoal
Architectes,” ArchDaily, 2019, https://www.archdaily.com/922449/gonzague-saint-bris-social-andcultural-center-lemoal-lemoal-architectes.
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Figure 60. Plan of the Saint Bris Social and Cultural Centre by Paula Pintos illustrating how
breaking form creates an internal space that feels apart of the same design
Figure 61. Perspective of the Saint Bris Social and Cultural Centre, photograph taken by Javier Cellejas illustrating the main circulation route through the site as a reflection of the break in
form
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Figure 62. Perspective of Habitat Recreation, photograph taken by DFJ

Architect:

DFJ Architects

Location:

Byron Bay, Australia

Year built:

2018

4.8 Habitat Recreation Centre
The recreation centre is a feature of the HABITAT apartments in Byron Bay

Another notable aspect is the roof, angled in such a way as to invite users into

this project—namely, the community gardens which are also called for by

canopy also help to create a connected feeling to that of a single organism;

Australia. The recreational and community-building activities can inform upon

space and dictates movement through it. Multiple structures under the same

the Te Puketāpapa Council Brief. The herb garden lines the main structures

strategies that will be considered in the design stages.

creating divisible entry points and separates the main circulation pathways
with the circulation of the main structure.105

105. Christopher F. Jones, “Habitat Recreation Centre / DFJ Architects,” ArchDaily, Accessed July
21, 2020, https://www.archdaily.com/933856/habitat-recreation-centre-dfj-architects.
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Figure 63. Plan of Habitat Recreation by DFJ Architects identifing activities of recreation to inspire social interaction
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4.9 Costa Rica Athletic Center
Architect:

Studio Saxe

Location:

Nosara, Costa Rica

Year built:

2019

Instead of one building with circulation running around the edge, the different
rooms are split, creating circulation around and in-between each space.
Splitting the plan across the site creates edges which result in intimate

Figure 65. Section of the Costa Rica Athletic Centre by
Andres Garcia Lachner highlighting how the structure
defines space

spaces for interaction. This strategy allows for exciting moments of enclosure
and release, hence invites exploration. The split plan also helps to reach the
goal of an inclusive civic heart where one plan is clustered around the site,
promoting an architecturally connected scheme.

106

Much like the El Higueron Community Centre the structure is highlighted by

the use of wood and black steel, the structure also allows for an exoskeleton
like system were rooms are almost inserted into the framing signaling an

impermanent feel. The exoskeleton system will be beneficial when trying to
regenerate the existing shops on the street frontage. The exoskeleton will
allow for extensions of space in front of and around the existing building

incorporated seamlessly. Bringing a new refreshed look without the cost of

demolishing every run-down building on the existing site. The structure also

Figure 66. Sketch plan of the Costa Rica Athletic Centre
by Andres Garcia Lachner highlighting how seperating
form creates multipule active spaces

lends itself to forming enclosure though post and lintel systems which are
visually apparent due to the exoskeleton nature of the structure; moving
occupants though and into space.

Figure 64. Front perspective of the Costa Rica Athletic Centre,
photograph taken by Andres Garcia Lachner highlighting how the
structure defines space

106. Lachner, Andres Garcia, “Costa Rica Athletic Center / Studio Saxe,” ArchDaily, Accessed
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July 21, 2020, https://www.archdaily.com/934878/costa-rica-athletic-center-studio-saxe.
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5.0 Design
97

To clarify how the design drivers and the programmatic requirements come

together, a streamlined version of the brief is presented to intro this section.
-Transportation hub: linking light rail stops, car parking, bike storage, and bus
stops together

This project aims to provide a deeper level of thinking when making

architectural design decisions. Analysing how survival instincts built into
humans from times past are still present and able to inform on design

decisions, how the most basic form of decision making can be analysed to
design accordingly.

Design drives include:

-Youth development: event centre, classroom and student offices
-Community growth functions: private and public meeting spaces, community
gardens, hanging art gallery, community kitchen, and busker’s stage.

-Circulation (mapping and the amount of energy required)
-Atmosphere (safe and inviting, exploration)
-Social interaction (proximity management)

Which can link evolutionary psychology and architecture together. Design

-Retail and commercial regeneration

decisions in this section will be determined using the three drivers listed

Combining the before mentioned functions encompasses the idea of a Civic

Heart; a cohesive design where the site acts and feels like a single organism,
creating a sense of cohesion and community. The idea is that people using
one function at one part of the site feel a connection to other people using

another function of the site, a connection that strives toward the betterment of

above and discussed in the literature review section.

Along with the psychological drivers, the Te Aranga Principles are also a
series of design drivers that have to be considered when making design

decisions. Notably, the drivers Mahi Toi and Tohu will be utilised in creating a
sense of place and cohesion.

Mt Roskill.

Figure 67. Photograph of Dominion Road and Mt Albert Road
intersection, taken by author Ameesh Morar
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5.1 Linking programme to drivers
...to create a cohesive design that feels as a single organism to create as
sense of community & place (sustained familiarity)

Having briefly reiterated the programme requirements and the drivers,

Transportation hub:
rail stops
car parking
bike storage
bus stops

the next step is to pass each programme and function through the lens of
the drivers mentioned above; categorising the brief will allow for a fairly
straightforward site placement processes.

Each category of function is analysed by quantifying the amount of circulation,
atmosphere and social interaction required to create an effective space
as showcased by the precedents section and the similar functions they
encompass.

Youth development:
event centre
classroom
student office
activity space

Community growth functions:
private and public meeting spaces
community gardens
hanging art gallery
community kitchen
public board games

Retail and commercial
regeneration
100

Enclosed spaces=

Released spaces=

Low energy circulation

Street frontage engages with non site 				
related circulation, high energy movement

Comfortable atmosphere, safe sharing 				
spaces, working environments

Inviting and uncomfortable

High amount of social interaction

Very little social interaction

Large enclosed spaces with released 		
intermediary edges=

Perceived enclosure, using structure=

High energy circulation (lots of m2)

Low energy circulation often found at 				
edges of space

Inviting and observed

Inviting and safe

High amount of social interaction, with 				

High amount of social interaction, using 				
activities and common interests

spaces for private interaction
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Blue (district) = classroom, student offices and meeting
spaces
Related precedents:

Poperinge Youth Centre
Lower Wesley Block Community Centre
Gonzague Saint Bris Social and Cultural Centre

Low energy circulation:

-visual permeability is quickly established through little movement
within an enclosed space

Green (district) = light rail stops, car parking, bike storage,
bus stops and retail / commercial regeneration
Related Precedents:

Panmure interchange
Lower Wesley Block Community Centre
Weights Hanna house and Oak Park Home & Studio
Costa Rica Athletic Centre

High energy movement:

-direct paths between nodes create permeable sightlines allowing for

-entry points and safe routes are easily legible without having to move

direct movement between nodes

-minimal energy is required to circulate the space hence slower

in order to form a legible mind map of the site’s entry and exit points,

through space

-released space (open space) in open areas require more movement

movement is expected from occupants

shelter and potential threats

Comfortable atmosphere, safe sharing spaces, working
environment:

-more energy required for a faster walking pace in order to scout the site

-enclosure offers shelter

Inviting and uncomfortable to inspire high energy
movement:

mindset as the school located next to the site

almost uncomfortable utilising the amount of exposure to encourage

and a view of the surroundings to encourage students when working

juxtaposition with the enclosure the rest of the site offers often attracts

to better the site as a whole

people into enclosed spaces

A high amount of social interaction:

Very little social interaction:

from the outside to allow for the safe sharing of ideas and work ethic.

when passing around and through the site, released spaces do not

-spaces are dedicated towards a working environment, the same
-overlook the whole site to give a view, offering a defensible position

-the released space and direct circulation paths are designed to feel
users to seek a defensible position or their destination quicker. The

-collaborative environments require intimate spaces that are protected

-fast-paced movement does not invite interaction which is not required

-social distance

provide the opportunity for sustained proximity between people,
dismissing the chances for interaction.
-public distance

Red (district) = Event centre and activity space
Related precedents:

El Higueron Community Centre
Poperinge Youth Centre
Gonzague Saint Bris Social and Cultural Centre

High energy circulation:

-large spaces are required for the functioning of the space, due to the
large capacity of people

-lots of people to move in and around spaces

-the function of the space will require the most amount of space the
site has to offer (m2)

Inviting and Observed:

-acts as a landmark and can be seen on approach to the site, drawing
attention and interest

-the form will have to conduct space and drive the eye towards the
entrance of the building inviting users into building

-act as the statement piece for the scheme due to the priority of the
programme and the scale required for the building to be functional.

A high amount of social interaction, with spaces for private
interaction:
-the very function of the space calls for interaction from the public to

a private more intimate scale, the architecture must account for both.
The enclosure will allow for more intimate exchanges, the released
spaces will allow for more public exchanges
-social distance-public distance

Yellow (district) = Community growth functions
Related precedents

Lower Wesley Block Community Centre
El Higueron Community Centre
Habitat Recreation Centre
Costa Rica Athletic Centre

Low energy circulation often found and edges of space:
-humans tend to stick to the edges of space to protect the back,

the edges of paths can be activated with a partial enclosure to slow
movement and encourage potential interactions

Inviting and safe:

-enclosure provided by the edge and structural form acts as a shelter
and creates defensible positions and an environment to engage with
other community members

A high amount of social interaction, using activities and
common interests:

-activities such as public gardens, seating, and art galleries provide

talking points while partial enclosure minimises the distance from one
person to another, promoting an environment for interaction to occur.
-Intimate distance-personal distance

5.2 Te Aranga Principles (Design)
Figure 69. Rock seating and pattern work, photograph by author Ameesh Morar, Illustrating the Te Aranga Principal of Mahi Toi, using reinstated narratives throughout the site.

Figure 68. Drone photograph by Brenda Orr, Illustrating the Te Aranga Principal of Tohu and the site relation to the two volcanic cones in Mt Roskill, establishing a sense of place.

Stones from Big King could be used as seating arrangements around the rest of the site. Pattern work on the street associated with high energy
movement can be used weave the site and its multiple programme’s together.
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Figure 70. 1 : 2,500 site plan by author Ameesh Morar illustrating nodes of interest from figure 20 with paths intersecting creating visual permeability and circulation routes appropriate for the site
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Figure 71. 1 : 2,500 site plan by author Ameesh Morar illustrating circulation and district zoning with the help of design drivers
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Figure 72. 1 : 2,500 site plan by author Ameesh Morar demonstrating the development of event centre + activity space using the Te Aranga Principal of Tohu and the relation to the volcanic cones in Mt Roskill

Figure 73. Development sketch by author Ameesh Morar illustrating creation of classroom and office spaces

creating a sense of place and defining the location in the middle of Mt Roskill, indicated by the grey arrows
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Figure 74. Development sketch by author Ameesh Morar illustrating the relationship between the main building and classroom / offices
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Figure 75. Development sketch by author Ameesh Morar illustrating the relationship between the three architectural developments
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5.3 Event + Activity
Figure 76. Development sketch by author Ameesh Morar of the east side of the event centre
112
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Figure 77. Development sketch
by author Ameesh Morar
describing the development of the
plan for the event centre

Figure 78. Development sketch by author Ameesh Morar of the event centre facade
114
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Figure 79. Development sketch by author Ameesh Morar of the northern event centre

Figure 80. Development sketch by author Ameesh Morar of the event centre street side entrance

street side entrance providing an example of how the drivers of enclosure and release are

providing an example of how the drivers of enclosure and release are integrated into the design

integrated into the design
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Figure 81. 1.500 plan by author Ameesh Morar

Figure 82. 1.500 plan by author Ameesh

of the potential layout for the ground floor of the

Morar of the potential layout for the mezzanine

event centre and accompanying features

floor of the event centre and accompanying
features
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Figure 83. 1.500 east elevation by author Ameesh Morar illustrating the form
of the event centre

Figure 84. 1.500 east section + internal sketches by author Ameesh Morar
illustrating the use of design drivers
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5.4 Class + Student Offices

Figure 85. Development sketch by author
Ameesh Morar illustrating classroom and
office design concept
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Figure 86. 1.500 ground and

Figure 87. 1.200 classroom and

first floor plan of office and

office section by author Ameesh

class room concepts by author

Morar illustrating features and the

Ameesh Morar illustrating

incorporation of design drivers

features and the incorporation
of design drivers
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Figure 88. Perspective of the student office by author Ameesh Morar illustrating how space is

Figure 89. Perspective of the relationship between the classroom/office buildings to the event

framed by steel structure

centre by author Ameesh Morar
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Figure 90. Perspective of the meeting space by
author Ameesh Morar illustrating features and
design drivers
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5.5 Community meeting spaces

129

Figure 91. Perspective of the petrol station

Removal of the petrol station
One of the most impactful decisions during the design processes was to

remove the petrol station in favour of community meeting and interaction
spaces. There are several reasons as to why this decision was made:

Reduce the amount of traffic on Dominion Road inviting a more pedestrian
atmosphere as, “reducing the speed and volume of automobile traffic, has

an inverse relationship between traffic speed and volume to the livability of
neighbourhood streets”.

107

Create a more aesthetically pleasing entrance to the site and sets the
atmosphere for the rest of the scheme.

Rail and public transport network will help account for the loss of a petrol
station.

Covid-19 has changed the way people work, with many companies opting

for digital communication. This means more people working from home and
fewer cars relying on petrol stations.

taken from Google maps and the potential
aspects of development

Wold wide momentum: According to the New Zealand Energy-wise service,
“electric cars are far more efficient than combustion engines and convert
well over 90 per cent of energy from their batteries into moving the car,

compared to 20 per cent to 30 per cent energy conversion in a petrol or

diesel vehicle”.108 The United Kingdom and France have both announced that
by 2040 most vehicles will be powered electrically, the rest of the world is
expected to follow this trend.109

Domestic PV power generation has become cheaper and domestically

available, it is not unreasonable to assume that charging an electric car off of
the roof will become routine within the coming years.110

Economics: According to a report undertaken in 2019 commissioned by

the New Zealand Government, “New Zealand has the most expensive fuel,

excluding taxes, in the OECD”.111 Meaning there is much economic incentive
to switch to electric rather than paying $1.10 per litre.

A conclusion can be formed that removing the petrol station is in favour of
supporting future trends and the development of this scheme.

107. Vikas Mehta, The Street, p. 191.

108. Mike Scott, “New Zealand, Say Goodbye to Petrol Stations and Hello to EVs,” Stuff, 2019
https://www.stuff.co.nz/motoring/109960489/new-zealand-say-goodbye-to-petrol-stations-andhello-to-evs.
109. Scott, “New Zealand, Say Goodbye to Petrol Stations and Hello to EVs.”
110. Scott, “New Zealand, Say Goodbye to Petrol Stations and Hello to EVs.”
111. Scott, “New Zealand, Say Goodbye to Petrol Stations and Hello to EVs.”
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Figure 92. Perspective of the meeting
spaces as requested by the local council
board by author Ameesh Morar illustrating
design driver features and potential further
development in red

Figure 93. 1.100 plan of the community meeting building by author Ameesh Morar illustrating design driver features and potential further development in red
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Figure 94. 1.200 section of the community meeting building by

Figure 95. Perspective of meeting

Figure 96. Perspective of meeting

author Ameesh Morar illustrating design driver features and

spaces by Ameesh Morar

spaces by Ameesh Morar

potential further development in red
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Figure 97. Perspective of the urban
design elements outside the event
centre by author Ameesh Morar

5.6 Community Growth + Urban Design
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Figure 98. Perspective of the urban
design elements by author Ameesh
Morar describing elements to be
discussed in this section

Figure 99. Perspective of the event centre by author Ameesh Morar illustrating the translation of structure
138
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Figure 100. 1.500 plan of event
centre by author Ameesh Morar
illustrating the development of
the east frontage of the event
centre

Figure 101. Perspective of event centre frontage by author Ameesh Morar identifying aspects
140

that contribute towards an increase of social interaction
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Figure 102. 1.1000 site plan by
author Ameesh Morar redefining
the circulation routes in and around
the site based on circulation nodes

Figure 103. 1.1000 site plan by author Ameesh
Morar indicating circulation routes and the use
of Mahi Toi to weave the site and its people
together
142
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For lease buildings and
redevelopment of street
interface
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Figure 104. Perspective by author Ameesh Morar indicating design strategies for the treatment of for lease

Figure 105. Perspective by author Ameesh Morar indicating design strategies for the treatment of for lease

buildings on the site and the social interaction that comes with hanging art

buildings on the site creating a form of market space
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Figure 106. Development perspective of the communal kitchen by author Ameesh Morar
146

indicating design strategies for the treatment of for lease buildings and features of the

Figure 107. Development perspective of the busker’s stage and social space by author Ameesh Morar

design

indicating design strategies for the treatment of for lease buildings and features of the area
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Figure 108. 1.1000 section west to east through whole site by author Ameesh Morar
illustrating the design drivers impact on the urban design for the scheme
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6.0 Conclusion
150
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The design attempted to create a civic heart in a suburb that is losing its

In light of the previously stated significance and the existing state of

The project does not intend to revolutionise the way architecture is built and

of the Te Puketāpapa Council Brief with architectural solutions.

suburb of Mt Roskill with informed design decisions based on architectural

further. Also, it is not assumed that the final design of this project will solve

sense of community and pride. Responding to the opportunities and concerns

As stated previously; the lack of transport choices that meet varied needs,

the lack of lively and connected town centres and support of youth and their

knowledge, this project poses the question: Can a Civic Heart regenerate the
psychology? The use of architectural psychology guided a streamlined design
process that would react to the four functions of the site.

career pathways are recognised as the most pressing issues facing Mt Roskill

The circulation data collected heavily influenced the layout of transportation

civic heart regenerate the suburb of Mt Roskill with informed design decisions

void diagram) would act as enclosed architecture that would house the youth

as stated by the Te Puketāpapa Council Brief. A question then arose, can a
based on architectural psychology?

To understand the situation and identify strategies to address the issues

programme, creating paths of released space. The ‘solid space’ (refer to solid/
development functions of the site. The edges in-between the enclosed and
released space provided opportunities for community growth.

outlined above, a literature review was conducted. The primary texts and

The Te Aranga Principles helped to develop the design of the architecture

Pleasure by Grant Hilderbrand and The Street by Vikas Mehta. The core

principles of Tohu and Mahi Toi.

authors are The Psychology of Place by David Canter, Origins of Architectural
principles or design drivers that arose from the investigation are Circulation,

The architectural psychological drivers laid out the foundation of the design,

informed the decision to manage the circulation, atmosphere and amount of

design in the form of a Civic Heart in Mt Roskill.

social interaction of the site by enclosing and releasing space.

Case studies were conducted to identify strategies that implemented types
of circulation, atmosphere and social interaction required to make the four
separate programmes of youth development, transportation, community
growth and retail / commercial regeneration successful. The critical

precedents to this investigation were the Panmure Interchange, Ernst

Plischke’s Lower Wesley Block Community Centre, El Higueron Community
Centre, and the Poperinge Youth Centre. The use of enclosure and release
of space to determine the amount of energy given to circulation, sense

of invitation / safety and distance for social interaction demonstrated in

the precedent section were of particular relevance and manifested in the
development process.
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all of Mt Roskill’s issues but it is a step in the right direction. It would be

interesting to see the design methodology used in this project applied to other
suburbs that suffer some of the same issues as Mt Roskill. Can architectural
psychological principles be used in another context to produce an effective
solution to council listed problems? The results of this research would say

yes, but there is a further investigation to be made into the application of other
psychological principles in architecture.

(enclosed spaces) and urban design (released spaces) by incorporating the

Atmosphere, and Social Interaction which stem from the Te Puketāpapa
Council Brief’s goal to create a lively town centre. The literature review

perceived but rather asks architects to take design decision making one step

the Te Aranga Principles built upon and developed a unique conclusion to the

In summary, the investigation, which aims to regenerate Mt Roskill by

providing a Civic Heart; attempts to address the issues laid out by the council
Brief to create a lively and inviting town centre where the community can

meet, live and work together. It is hoped that after reading this document, an
architect can take into account the ideas of architectural psychology when

making design decisions. Asking questions such as: how would a person act
in and around architecture, if this design decision becomes a reality? Why?
Because understanding that humans are hard-wired to respond to the built

environment subconsciously, allows an architect to design from an occupant
centred approach. Analysing space from a user’s perspective allows an

architect to design architecture that reacts to people and streamlines the

Figure 109. Artwork present on Mt Roskill site, photograph taken by author
Ameesh Morar

design process.
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7.0 Final Design
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Final presentation pin-up
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1.250 west elevation of street frontage
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161

1.250 east elevation of street frontage
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163

Walkway through site (outdoor art gallery)
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Walkway through site (temporary markets)
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Walkway through site (coffee shop)
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Regenerated street walkways and seating with light rail interaction on site
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1.500 Ground Plan
168

1.500 Mezzanine Plan
169

1.200 West Elevation
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1.200 West Section
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Event west entrance
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Event east entrance
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Front of event (public gardens)
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Event lobby

177

Event mezzanine lounge

178

Event practice

179

Event stage
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181

1.500 Office ground plan
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1.500 Class plan
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1.200 Office & class section
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1.200 Office & class east elevation
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Office & class
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Office

187

Class

188

Class to event (green roof)
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1.500 Community meeting centre
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1.200 west section of community meeting centre
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1.200 north section of community meeting centre
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195

1.200 east elevation of community meeting centre
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197

Community meeting centre outdoor seating

198

Community meeting centre lobby

199

Community meeting centre waiting area

200

Large meeting room

201

202

203

Outdoor seating

204

Outdoor seating for communal kitchen

205

Busker's stage

206

Outdoor seating from office & class
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